
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

chill Out With Bitnotic - Public Beta of Ambient Music Software for Mac

PORTLAND, Oregon - April 20, 2008 - Bitnotic today announced the immediate 
availability of chill 1.0b1, a generative ambient music program for Apple 
Macintosh computers. Bitnotic chill plays infinitely varying songs in the 
styles known as ambient, New Age, chill out, and meditation music.

Songs played by chill can be saved in AIFF, Wave, and MIDI formats. Songs are 
royalty-free and can be used in podcasts, video productions, and record 
albums without further licensing. Advanced musicians can use chill MIDI files 
as the basis for compositions in digital audio workstations such as Apple's 
Logic.  

While each song is ultimately unique and random, chill users have controls to 
shape the music. The exclusive "Mood" controls include Mellow and Swell. 
Users can also select the mix of the instrument parts and effects.

Other cool features include chill radio, where a new song starts after a 
specified amount of time (5, 10, 20, or 30 minutes), so that users can leave 
chill running to listen to an endlessly relaxing radio station.

Bitnotic is actively encouraging feedback on the public beta. As motivation, 
the company is holding a contest where the three best comments/suggestions/
bug reports will win free licenses to the final product. Details are 
available on the Bitnotic web site.

Example songs created using chill can be heard on Bitnotic's Web site at 
http://www.bitnotic.com/chill/audio/audio.html.

Pricing and Availability

The beta version of chill 1.0b1 can be downloaded for free at http://
www.bitnotic.com. The software runs on Mac OS X version 10.3.9 or later and
is a Universal Binary application.

chill 1.0 will retail electronically for US $19.95. 

About Bitnotic

Bitnotic slowly works towards creating a world where music is composed by 
computers and sung by robots. For more information, visit http://
www.bitnotic.com.

Contact

Scott Burgess of Bitnotic at scott@bitnotic.com
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